Abstract: By cross-referencing benefits of blockchain technologies and critical issues and weak points of smart city information systems, one may conclude that blockchain systems are just the right solution for smart city information systems. However, this may not be true and applicable generally let alone universally. Traditional information system requires an increased level of security and availability of service when they have to be exposed to the public and used by the tens of thousands of inhabitants within a city. On the other hand, blockchain technologies offer a completely new combination of technologies to solve security and reliability issues as well as the availability of service and failsafe tolerance. The scope of this work is to analyse literature as well as available use cases to detect areas of a successful application for information systems that are using blockchain in the smart city.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper elaborates potential applications of blockchain technology found within the scientific literature. In an attempt to create analysis that is easier to understand, potential applications are divided by the component of the smart city that they are related to. Accepting blockchain technologies and exploring ways to apply these technologies to addressing challenges in smart cities is a research direction and represents a new area that has not been sufficiently explored through the prism of scientific research, because blockchain technologies were recently adopted with creation of Ethereum Enterprise Alliance in 2017. The result of the research in this paper is to show the possibility for improvement of sustainability within a smart city with the application of blockchain technology and to search for a scientific founded framework for the application of blockchain technologies in the smart cities.

In scientific literature, blocking technology has not been sufficiently explored since its beginning is related to 2008 [2], with wider acceptance by large corporations only in 2017 [1]; therefore, there are not enough scientific studies of the application of this technology in practice. Governments are very cautious with application for these technologies and far more carefully that real sector. Because smart cities are ruled by the government sector that is naturally more conservative, real-life applications within e-Government and other government-related smart city aspects are scarcer.
2. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain technology, which became known primarily thanks to bitcoin (Bitcoin), is a type of distributed system technology further referred to as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), which is defined as a „distributed, shared, encrypted database that serves as irreversible and non-recoverable (non-corrupt) information repository“ [1]. When blockchain technology is used to create a platform, the product is a digital platform that stores and verifies the entire transaction history between its users anywhere on the network. From a technical point of view, blockchain is a „database consisting of chronologically arranged series of transactions known as blocks“ about which each proposed transaction must be checked with the certainty and integrity of that particular block [2].

Once the information is entered, it can never be deleted [3]. Block technology is described in the literature as a database and as a network equipped with a built-in security system and internal integrity. [4]

3. POTENTIAL BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS IN THE SMART CITY

In order to start the analysis of potential blockchain applications in the smart cities, it is necessary to tie application areas with smart city components. One of the known definitions of the smart city (ITU) is: „A smart and sustainable city is an innovative city that has extensive use of information technology using them to develop the quality of life level, city administration, by taking into the account the needs of current and future generations in the same way as it takes into account economic, social and environmental aspects“. [5]

Between all views in contemporary scientific literature list of smart city components from Lombardi et al. [6] have been taken as starting point. According to this group of authors, smart city components are:

1. Smart economy – viewed as industry as an aspect of urban life;
2. Smart citizens – knowledge and human capital;
3. Smart governance – e-Government and open data;
4. Smart mobility – logistics and infrastructures;
5. Smart environment – sustainability;

A brief literature review is examining examples of the application of blockchain technology in order to contribute to the sustainability of a smart city as well as any limiting circumstances related to the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Potential applications:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart economy – industry</td>
<td>Blockchain-based sharing services: The sharing economy can be defined as an economic/social model that broad sectors of the population can employ to collaboratively make use of under-utilized assets, in which supply and demand are interacting for the supply side to directly provide products/services. The overall aim of a sharing business, which can be both profit-oriented and non-profit oriented, is to improve the use of under-utilized assets and reduce transaction costs. [7],[8],[9] Fintech industry and crypto economy: The key advantage of this technology lies in the fact that it enables the establishment of secured, trusted, and decentralized autonomous ecosystems for various scenarios, especially for better us age of the legacy devices, infrastructure, and resources. [10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Component | Potential applications:
--- | ---
Smart citizens – knowledge and human capital | Digital identity: blockchain solutions provide digital identities based on cryptography and anonymity. Identity verification and authentication technologies, as one of the applications of blockchain-based solutions – and the focus of our own efforts at SecureKey Technologies – have been critical components in service delivery in both sectors due to their power to increase trust between citizens and the services they access. [17],[18]
Smart Health: system for sharing patients’ data between institutions in safe and anonymous manner. [19]
Digital content distribution: The blockchain-based digital content distribution system was developed. Decentralized and peer-to-peer authentication mechanism can be considered as the ideal rights management mechanism. The blockchain has the potential to realize this ideal content distribution system. [20]

| Smart governance – e-Government | E-government: a group of authors discuss use of blockchain technology as a platform for various applications in e-Government and furthermore as an emerging support infrastructure by showing that blockchain technology demonstrates a potential as well as discussing limitation factors. [21],[22] |
| Smart mobility – logistics and infrastructures | Supply chain management: Blockchain technology promises overpowering trust issues and allowing trustless, secure and authenticated system of logistics and supply chain information exchange in supply networks. [11]
Transportation: Blockchain can be used to build an intelligent, secure, distributed and autonomous transport system. [12]
Electric vehicle charging: shared changing for electric vehicles and bidding for the energy. [13],[14]
Logistics – a group of authors made a great review of potential applications of blockchain in logistics. [15]
Food supply management: blockchain solutions provide tracking of goods from production to final consumers. [16]

| Smart environment – sustainability | Sustainable supply chains – Sustainable, and especially green, supply chains can benefit from blockchain technology, but there are also caveats. [23]
Smart grid – Emerging markets must attract significant international financing to meet their goals for mitigating carbon pollution and increasing access to clean, affordable, reliable, and resilient energy. The authors* of this note examine how blockchain technology can—if paired with smart, interconnected devices—promote needed investments by both improving investment processes and promoting the adoption of modern energy systems and business models. [26] |

| Smart living – livability and quality of life and security | Public safety – The idea of smart cities is developing extremely rapidly, integrating smart grid, services, building, house and appliances, these subsystems must be able to interact, connect, and control remotely, collaboratively, to achieve a better quality of life, sustainability, energy saving, social and economic development. The widespread of Smart City depends heavily on the capability of users to understand and handle the ICT, IoT and BC. [24]
Within a permissioned blockchain network, a microservices based security mechanism is introduced to secure data access control in a smart public safety system. [25] |

### 4. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The review of the contemporary scientific literature shows that the scientific literature discusses potential applications of smart cities within specific subcomponents of the smart city. Improved privacy, security, availability and heterogeneous architectures correspond with strong points of blockchain technology, because blockchain based systems provide strong security together with total anonymity; their distributed nature also increase availability and finally their nature is interoperable. Because of these strong points of blockchain technologies, a greater number of potential applications and subsequently real-life applications and scientific discussions and studies exist in relation to the economy, mobility and supply chain management and e-Government. Literature view on the potential application of blockchain technology that increase envi-
ronmental sustainability and main contribution of blockchain to smart environment is perceived as contribution in sustainability of information systems within smart cities, supply chains improvement and new business models in energy systems.

In scientific literature, papers are dealing with the applications of blockchain technology to increase the sustainability of smart cities, as shown in the literature review. The available scientific literature, however, does not analyse these applications through a prism of smart city components, but rather through more narrower application areas.

However, the authors did not find any working framework for the implementation of information systems projects (IS) based on these technologies in the scientific literature. According to the authors, it is necessary to mark the areas of application of this technology in smart cities and to continue to explore ways of applying to define the success factors and results indicators for the implementation of the IS projects based on block technology.

In order to conduct further study of this subject applications of blockchain technologies in smart cities should be divided into potential and theoretical found within scientific literature and real-life application within existing smart cities. Further study of successfully applied blockchain information systems needs to be conducted in order to identify smart city components and particular subsystems where blockchain technologies showed improved results and increased sustainability compared to traditional information systems.
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